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0. Introduction 
This paper is concerned with the language L(Q) which is formed by adding to the 
first order predicate calculus, L, the qum~tif.er symbol Q. The intended interpreta- 
tion of Oxg,(x) is flint the set defined by ~0(x) is "open". 
tn recent years there has been increasing interest in both the model theoretic 
power of generalized quanfifiers and the application of logic to other branches of 
mathematics. In the first direction we have the basic wo~k of Mostowski [8] whose 
results have been significantly improved by various researchers culminating in 
Kcisler [6], In his paper Keisier pr,',ved a completeness theorem for the "uncounta- 
biy many" quantifier. 
In fl~e other direction we have the fruitful studies of Ax, Kochen, Robinson [9] 
and others who have successfldly applied logic to other areas of mathematics. 
However, it becomes apparen.: that the first order predicate calculus is too weak to 
formulate a theory of topolog? since the notion of open set appears to involve 
"higher order" notions. We wi!l attemp~ by the application of generalized 
qu,'mtifiers o provide a basis for a model theoretic study of topology. At the same 
~ime we ho ,e to provide a foundation for further esearch into the applications of
model tt eol'y to topology. 
In this paper we shall pro~'e a completeness theore n for L(Q) with the following 
natural set of axiovns: 
Ox(x = x), 
Oxtx /  x?, 
Qx~ A Qx4,---, Qx(~ ^  0), 
Vy Qx~(x, y)-~ Ox 3y~,(x, y). 
* "t&e author would especially ike to thank his thesis advisor. Professor HJ. Keisler. for h~s 
co~:m~ems, suggestions and guidance during the preparation f ttus paper. He would also like to express 
his appreciation ¢o K. Kunen. K.J. Barwise and M,E. Rudin for their welcome advice and assistance. 
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We will prove this result in See:ion 2. Our method uses the Weak Complc:teness 
Theorem of [6] using the method of Henkin [3] where the interpretation of O is 
some set of subsets of the model. Tile main di~cuRy in constructi~g a topo!ogical 
model is to insure that the interpretation of Q is closed under arbim~ry unions. The 
key idea in the proof is file addition of points to every deft ~able non-open set to 
prevent them from being a union of open sets. 
In Section 3 we will app',y the n:ain results of Section 2 as weil as theil proofs to 
obtain a completeness theorem for L(Q~,~,, Q) which is L(Q) augme~ted with ihe 
quantifier symbol O .... which has the interpretation "there exists uncountablv 
many". We also prow" a completeness theorem for the theory of normal tc pological 
mode!s I;v adding the weaker axiom Vx Qy(x# y) to the basic axioms. Other 
appli,~ations include a completeness fl~eorem for L ........ (Q) which is formed by 
adding Q to L ....... 
We conclude this paper by prcs,'nting in Section 4 counterexamples to the 
interpotation and definability p~obh.m for L(Q) and a kog type theorem for 
ultraproducts of a topological model. A~so we present some remarks on our 
research into the axmmatization of product topologies and continuous functions. 
This work is a generatizati, n of the completeness theorem for topologic.~d groups 
announced by the author in [10f 
I. Preliminaries 
Take the first order predicate calculus L with the identity symbol, :=. We form 
the language L(Q), by adding to t. a new quantifier symbol Q. Thus L(Q) has three 
quantifiers (3x) (gx) (Qx) .  The set of formulas of L(Q) is the smallest sei which 
contains all tile atomic formulas and is closed under z,. ~ .  (3x) ,  (Vx) and (Ox), 
We will use the convention that s~ (v, . . . . .  r,,) aenotes a formula of L(Q) whose free 
variables are among v~ . . . . .  v,,. Sentences are formulas without free variables. 
Take "~lf to be a model of L, q C .S/'(A ), and form (?l. q). (?I, q) is called a weak 
mode l  for L(Q). The notion of an n-tupte a: . . . . .  a ,  E A satisfying a ~ormula 
~(v: . . . . .  v,) of L(Q) in (~[,q) is defined in the usual manner by inductior, on the 
complexity of ¢ and is denoted by (?L q) ~ e, [m . . . . .  a,, 1. The (Ox) clause is defined 
as follows: (?L g) ~ (Ov,,,)¢ fa, . . . . .  v . . . . . . . .  a.] if and only if {b 
A t(?. ~, q)~ ¢ In, . . . . .  a ..... ?~, a ,  . . . . . . . .  a,, ]} ~- q where ~: (v~ . . . . .  v,~) is a formula of 
L(Q) and m 5; n. Tile o,'her ciam;es in the. definition are the familiar ones for L. It is 
eas~ to check by induction oi~ the complexity of p that if all tim fr~.'e variables of 
~o{v . . . . . .  v,,) are among v: . . . . .  v,, and if a~ = b . . . . . .  a,, = b, then: 
(? l ,q)~ e lm . . . . .  a,, 1 if at,0 only if (?Lq)i=,ic[b . . . . . .  b~.]. 
The axioms for L(Q) are 
(i) Vx (9, *~, ,I,)--~ (Qx¢ .-. Ox~,), 
O0 Ox¢ (x) ~,  O y~ (y). 
The rules of inference for L(Q) are tl~e same as for L, nam~Iy: 
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Modus Pouens: from ~/~, ;~- ...... & in~'cr ~9, 
Generalization: from ¢ iafcr (Vx)~:, 
A more explicit presentation o;' L(Q) as well as the proofs of the following 
theorems are found in Keisler [6]. 
Theorem {.! (Weak Completeness TheoremL v is consistent in L(Q) if and oedy (!" 
X /,as a weak modeI (?I, q), where the eteme~gs of q are all L(O) d,.,finable 
Let l ......... be the inlinitary logic ~ith countable conjunctions and fini~:a D
quantification. Then L ....... (Q) is the logic fn~med by adding to ~ ........ the quantifier 
symbol Q. 
More formally the axioms and rules of inference for L ...... (Q) are just those for 
L(Q) and L ......... For a more detailed exposition and the proof of file following 
~heorem see [6]. 
Theorem 1.2 (Comp!eteness Theorem for i .......... (Q)). A sentence ~o of L ...... (Q) is 
co,.~siste~t (f at~d only if ¢ has o weak model  
Now we proceed to give several more definitions and theorems which will be 
needed in this paper. 
Definition !.3 (Tarski aad VaughD. ('~L r) is said to be an elementary extension of 
(',~.r). in symbols (?l,q)<('~Lr)~ if and only if A C B and for all formulas 
¢(x, . . . . .  x~) of L(Q) and all a, . . . . .  a, ,~A we have (9Lq)~=~#[a, . . . . .  a,]  iff 
(~", r )~ ¢[a~ . . . . .  a~,]. A sequence ('?t,,, q,, }, a < y of weak models is said to be an 
elementary chain if and only if we have (?[,,.q,~) < (?J~,qa) for all a < fl < y. 
The union of an elementary chain (gG, q,~). a < y is the weak model (?Lq} = 
LJ ... .  (?I,,.%) such that ?[ = l,.J ..... ?J,, and 
q={SCAi fo rsome/3<y,  f i~<a<y impl ie ,SNA, ,E%} 
These d,.finitions enable us to state 
Theorem 1.4 Let (?1,,,%), c~ < y be an etememary chain and iet (?I,q) be ~.he 
union. 77wn .for all a < y 
(el,,, q,, ) < t01, q ). 
Wc now present he last model theoretic theorem needed for weak models. 
Theorem 1.5 (L6wenheim-Skolem Theorem). (a) Let (?'~,q) be a weak mode; of 
L(Q) and ~ cardinal such that ILl-'4 ~, <~ i A {. Then r/:~ere is a weak mo~gel (~a r) 
such that ('23, r) < (~2t, q) and 1 13 ! = ~. ~. 
(b) Let (?[,q) be a weak model of L(Q) and ~ a cardinal such that ILl + ] A ! ~-~ . 
Then there is a weak model (o~ r) such that (?l, q) < (~, r) and 1B I = la. 
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In order to study the first o;'der theo~ of topology we will now give the basic 
definitions. 
Definition 1.6. Let X be a se~ and r G Y'(X). Then the pair (X, ~r) is called a 
topology if (1) X and ~ are n r, (2) the intersection of any two elements of r is aa 
element of r and (3) the union of any collection of elements of ¢ is an element of r 
We call the elements of r &e ~epen'" sets. 
Let (~,t, q) be a weak model of I.(Q). We call (?t, q) topological if q is a topology 
on A. Now we can proceed to prove the basic theorems about first order topology. 
2. The basic completeness theorem 
We shall now introduc, a simple set of axioms for topology. The following 
natural set of axioms are easily seen to be true in every topological model 
(A0) All axiom schemes for L(Q), 
(AO Ox(x = x), 
(A2) Ox(x /  x), 
(A3) Q'¢~ ^  QxqJ--~Qx('~p a ~), 
(A4) Vy Qxq~(x, )')'-~ Qx Byp(x,  y). 
We wilt now write L(Q) for the logic formed by (A0}-(A4) above, tt is ca~ied the 
topological quantifier togic. 
Using these axioms we can prove the follo~,ng completeness theorem f~r 
topological models. Let v be a set of sentences of L;Q). The~ X has a topological 
model if and only if v is consistent in L(Q)  
Before we proceed to prove the theorem 're wiI! present he trivial wpological 
fact which forms the basis for the method of proof  
Let (X, T) be a L~potogica! space. Then if Y G X an,t Y is not open then there is a 
cy ~7_~ Y such that if C ~. r and ©" C 'F then G ~ '7. in oti~er worcts any non-open set 
has at 'east one point which is not ~n any open subset of it, With t!',is we shall 
proceed to prove the completeness theorem for toIzotogy. 
Theorem 2.1. t.e~: 7" ioe ,~n L(Q) ;hcory. Then T is consistent in L(Q) if anc: only if F 
has a topological mode{ 
Proof. (if direction). Sv~-pose T has a topological model, (?Lq), then T is 
consistent in L(Q) sin;'e (~k0}--(A4) are all twle in e~'ery topological model. 
(only if direction). Assume T is consistent in L(O). Then we need to eo~s,:ruct a 
topological model. 
For each formula, q~(x, yt . . . . .  y.~), oF L(Q) add a new function symbol 
f~(y~ . . . . .  y,) and given any formula, 4~(x, zj . . . . .  z~) tet 4~ • be 
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Vy,  . . . . .  y . .  z ,  . . . . .  z , . (O~, , ' , (x ,  z ,  . . . . .  z . , , )  ;, ..... Q~¢(x ,  y, . . . . .  y , , )  ,~, 
^ Vx (~.(x. z, . . . . .  z , . , ) - ,  so(x. y ,  . . . . .  y~, ) ) - - - .  
- , ,  , , , ( f~(y  . . . . . .  y . ) .  y ,  . . . . .  so )  A ~ , . f , ( f ' (v ,  . . . . .  y,,), z,  . . . . .  z~,)). 
That is if so defines a non open set then f~ picks out a point from so which is not in 
any open subset of p definable from q.,. l~et L' = Li {f~ I P Cq L(Q)}. 
We will now show that T' = T U {#,~ iso, q~ are formulas of L(Q)} is consistent in 
L'(O). To do this we only need to show that every finite subset is consistent. 
Let O~'0 ~ i ~ m be a finite set of formu!as as above. Since T is consistent ir~ 
L(Q) and by the weak completeness the",rem we get a weak model (g ,q )  of T 
where q is generated by the L(Q) definable sets. For each 0 ~< i ~< m, a~ . . . . .  a~, ~ A 
such tha~ (9I, q)N ~ Qxso,(x, a~ . . . . .  a~,) let ~*'(a~ . . . . .  a,,) be some element of 
Iso,(x, a,  . . . . .  a , . ) f  "::'~'' - 0 [3 : ,  . . . . .  :o,, (Ox,O, (x, z, . . . . .  ~,~,) ,', 
i : -0  
~/,, (x. z . . . . . .  z.,, )W ''~'. 
That is f'~'(a . . . . . .  G)  is some element of [q~,(x. a~ . . . .  G)] vr'q~ which is not in any 
open set defi~ed by some G(x, z, . . . . .  z,,,). This is possible since T is consistent 
with (A4). Otherwise let f~'(a~ . . . . .  G)  be any e!ement of A. Then 
(? I , f  '°,, . . . .  .f~%q)t =ru{q, r ,10~ i -~ m}. Thus T' is consistent. 
By another application of the weak completeness theorem F '  has a weak model 
('~3. r') where r'  is generated by L'(Q) definable sets. Let r be the restriction of r '  to 
the L(Q) definable sets. By (A3), r forms a basis for a topology which we will 
cal! r*. 
We witl now prove that (~2~, r) ~=- (~B, r*) which will show that T has a topological 
model. We prove this by induction on the con~ptexity of the formula (of L(Q)) with 
paramete~ from B. The only difficult case is for Qx~o(x, b, . . . . .  b,,). We need to 
show that (~{I r )bQx~(x)  if and only if (~,  r ~ ) t=Qx¢(x)  If (~, r)k~Qx~ (x) then 
0~, r * )bQx~(x)  since r ¢.L-- r*. So suppose (2~, r * )~Qx '¢(x )  but that (SI, r)l = 
Qx¢(x) .  Then [~(x, bl . . . . .  b,,)l e' ' ' '= U,,~:, [~. (x)] ~'''' where (~, r),~-Qx~,,(x) for 
each c¢ E L But note that 
f~'(t,, . . . . .  ~.,,,)c [ , ; (x ,  ~,, . . . . .  b,,)]'" " -  d [¢,~(x)t '''~'. 
So we obtain a contradiction which shows that (~, r )~( , ,~  r*). Thus T has a 
topological model. 
Note that by the L6wenheim-Skolem Theorem (~:~. r*) can have any cardinality 
~ik i .  
CorollaD ~ 2.2. The set of sentences valid in every topological model is recursively 
enumerable in the language. 
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Proof. Theorem 2.1 shows that a sm?tence is provable if and only if it is valid so we 
are done. 
Corollary 2.3 (Compactness Theorem). Let T be an L(Q) theory. Then T has a 
topological model if and only if every finite subset of T has a topobgicul model. 
Proof. An easy application of the basic completeness theorem. 
We ca,.1 now state and prove a L6wenheim-Skolem Theorem for mpological 
models using some of the ideas from Theorem 2.I. 
Theorem 2.4. (a) Let (,~I,q) be a topological mo&L Then }jr any ,~ IL t+ iA  t 
tt "re is a topological model (~. r) such t~;!at (?t, q) -< (~, r), ! B I = 1,1 
(b) Let (~2I, q) be a topo;ggical model for L(Q). Then .for any 1LI ~ N <- t A t there is 
a topological model (~, r) < (Pt, q) such that I B I = t~. 
Proof. (a) By the remark at the er~d of Theorem 2.1 we ca~l find a (o~ r )> (Pt',q) 
where tB I=t , I  and r is a topology. Let r* be the topology generated by the 
definable ~pen sets. One can easily show that (~, r*) > (?!',q). 
(b) Let .re, q a formula of L(Q), be as in Theorem 2.t, !!l'= (~I, f'~)~etm~. Then 
(W,q) has an elementaD, submodel (~, r), iBl  = N, by tke L ~wenheim-Skolem 
Theorem for weak models. Again, if r* is the topology generued by the L(Q) 
definable elements (with parameters) of r we hav~- tbe theorerr. 
Note that by the ~bove we have constructed a model, (~.r*),  such that 
K((~, r*)),~, t~ i  where k((~,r*))=inf{[¢3t:  3 is a basis for r*}. 
3. Applieotlons oi the completeness theorem 
We shall present various applications of the basic completeness theorem 
in 3.1 we sb,.~w that the theory of normal topological models is equivalent o the 
L(Q) theory g~nerated by the axiom V ~: Qy (x ~" y) which is a logical formulation of 
the fr6chet axiom in topology. ~f this theorem is applied to a topological model with 
a countable basis we obtain a metric space model, 
In 3.2 we prove a compk~e~aess ~heorem for L(Q~,, Q) using the completeness 
theorem of Section 2 and the completeness theorem for L(Q,o,) proved in Keisler 
[6]. As an applicatior~ ot ke  completeness theorem we axiomatize firs~ eountabic, 
second countable, and separable topologica~ models. Anott;er application includes 
transfer theorems to L(Q,o,, Q). 
In 3.3 we conclude the applications by preying a complete~_ess theorem for 
L,,~,(Q) wMch is the logic formed from L ..... by the rdditio~ ~)f (Qx) a~d new 
axioms for topology. 
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3, t 
Before we state and prove ~he main theorem we wili need several definitions 
from topo!ogy. For further backgrour~d ore should refer to Culien I2]. 
Delinition 3.1.I, A topologica! space is ca',tcd fr&hea" if each point i,~; closed. 
Detinition 3,1.2. A Iopological space is called regedar if each point and disjoir:~ 
closed set can be separated by disjoint open sets. (We assume that points ar<: 
closed). 
Definition 3.1.3. A topological space is calied normal if every pair of disjoint 
closed sets can be separated by disjoint opera, sets. (We assume that points are 
closed). 
Definition 3.1.4. A topological space is called (;-dimensional if its topology '~s 
generated by sets which are both open and closed (clopen). 
Now we can proceed to show that the L(Q) theory of fr6chet topological modcis 
is the same as the L(Q) theory of 0-dimensional normal topological models. 
One shouid note tha~ tile frdchet opological property i:; expressible by the axiom 
Vx Qy(x /y ) .  [:irs~ we need to prove the foilowing important lemma. 
Lemma 3.i,5. I f  T is consistent w#h Vx Oy(x /y )  in L(Q) then, if Qx ~ @(x), 
Qx ~-~(x) ,  and ~ "~x (O(x),~ ~(x) )  are consistent with T (i.e. 4~ and ~ define 
disjoint closed sets) then Vx (&(x)---~ Ue"*(x)), Vx (~p(x)--* ~ U~'"(x)), QxU*'~(x),  
aped Qx ~ U+'*(x) are consistent with T where U ~'~" is a new one pkace predicate 
symbol The conclusion means tlmt U ~''~ and ~ U ~'~ define open sets which separate 
~1~ at~d ~. 
Proof. We need only show th~ ~ lemma for countable T then using the compactness 
theorem for L(Q) we obtaia it for all T. Thus let (gl,q)~ = T be a countable 
topoiogical model. Now we ne,?d tile following trivial fact from topo!ogy: If (X, r )  is 
a fr6ehet space then for any o~en set C and any non-open subset V of ff we have 
that t',~ - V is infinite. This is easy to see since in a fr6chet space the complement of 
a finite set is open which wo~,,Id mean that V is open. 
Take {8;(x)}~e~, to be an enumeration of the formulas of L(Q) wi~h one free 
variable and parameters from A such that 
(?I, q) ~ -. Qx& (x ) for each i. 
Also let {6-~(x)}~e,o be an enumeration of the formulas of L(Q) with one free 
variable and parameters from A such that 
(9I, q) i= Qx~r. (x) for every k. 
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Let h be a bijection from N onto N x N and if h(k )= (k,, k2) define (h(k)) ,  = k, 
and (h(k))~ =l¢a. 
Henceforth, we will assume hat  [~",. v tje.~..~, is no~ an opm~ set since then there 
would already be a separation 
Take xo /yo  to be points suzh that 
Xo, yo ~ [o(~,o,dx?! '~~' n (~.,, - (1#, v ~ 1'~'."' u [ ~,~,,;,,,(x)F'~.")). 
if possible. Otherwise. k,t x0, y0 E (A --- [0 v ~0 te~°) which is always possible since 
(A - [q~ v ¢.p](a.,~) is infinite because ~J~ and ~ are not open. 
Proceeding, we define x,,, .~ ),,+, ff {x,, y, . . . . .  x,. y,} to be such that x,,, ,  y , ,  
[o'(,(.. ~)),(x)] ~'~) n (A - ([6 v ~J(~"~) U [8(,,(,.,)):(x ;};~'q))) if possible. Otherwise let 
x,,+~, y,,+, ~ (A - [g, v ~o]l (t~'") which is possible because it is infinite. The reason for 
s~ch a torturous definition will become apparent shortly. 
~"e c:aim that U = {x, },~,o U [ 4,] ~a''~ and A - U separate [ #,,}~,:~.q~ and [,# }' 'q~. This 
is easy since the sequences {x~} ..... and {y~} .... were picked to mi:?s both [gz}~':~"~ and 
[~]("q~ and to be disjoint. 
Now let q* be tt:e topology generated by qU{U.  A - U}. We will show dmt 
(21[, q )~ (~, q*). The only ailficult case is the O clause. 
Since q C q* it is easy ~o see that if 
Suppose 
(?l[,q)b~ Qx:t'(x) then 
(9[,q*)b =Qxx(x)  and 
(?L q*)~ Qx'~. (x ). 
(?[, q )~ ~ ?x,~ (x). 
:7. r~:. [ ] '~l("?f ,q l__ i hen .)('(x)] e'~'q~ t,~,,tx,jj -~ ,U(~Y:nU) ,  C ,U(@~N(A-U) )  or e?~U 
~,'?~ n U) u (¢,;:, n (A - U)) where ~,, C2 and ~, 6 q since alt other cases are trivial. 
We will show only the first case since the ether cases are analogous. We know 
that [&,,(x)] c'n'q~ = (7~ U (d'~ n U) and that ~i~ = Uk~[0k(x)] °~."~ where the O~(x) are 
formulas of L(Q) with parameters in A which deflate open sets. We can .tsstmle for 
each k ~ I [0k(x)]C:'q~n (A -  ([~I; v g, lC~"q)U [&,(x)le'~"~)) is finite since otherwise 
~7': rh U ;vould not be a subset of [S,~, (x)] (~'"). Hence, because the topology is frdchet 
and [~-~ (x~] ~'q~ and (A - [~ v ~ ]~'q) are open sets we have an open set e" such that 
(C~ n U) c t7 C [&,, (x)]~.~. This memos that ~', U (~'~ n U) c C, u C ~ [$,, (x)]-"-~~-". 
This is a contradiction and thus the temma is proved. 
We now have sufficient n;achinery to prove the main theorem of ~his section. 
Theorem 3.1.6. Let T be an L(Q) theory and K a regular infinite cardinal Then T is 
consistent in L(Q) with V Qy(x J  y) if arid on[), if Thas  a O-dimensional normal 
topological model of cardina~ity to. 
P:roof. (if direction). Easy since normal implies frdehet. 
(only if direction). Step t. Let (9l, q) be a topological modei of T' of card{natity •.
By applying Lemma 3.t.5 and Theorem iA (union of elementarv drains) ~: times 
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we obtain a regular, (Ldimensionai mpological model (~I*.q*) where q* is 
generated by the definable open sets (with parameters). 
Since (~[*,q*) is topo!ogical and regular we ca~ expand it by adding new 
functions and a binary predicate from a new language, L*, such tha¢ 
(9t*, f~-;~.'~o>, U'~'(x0 Y),q*) models J2 Vx OyU(x, y), Vx Qy .... U(x, y), for each q~, 
~: L*(Q), Vy (OxJ*(x) A qe(y)-*, "~z ([~(;:, y) ,\ Vx (U(z, r)  .... ~/~(x)))) and q,~'. (i.e 
the 0 ~''s :rod the f¢"s are as in ~hc completeness theorem of Section 2 and guarantee 
ttmt we can generate a topology from the weal,,' model. Also U(x, y) defines a 
collection of clopen sets which insure that the topology is 0-dimensional and 
regular.) 
We will now de~ne an elementary chain of L*(Q) topological models, (~.  r~), 
13 < ~:, as follows: 
If ce =- 0 then (~I,,, r~,)= (?I ~' .f~",~-~o~, U"°(x, Y),q*). 
If ee = ~3 + t then we define a theory 7", to be: 
r , ,  = 
- ~(G, b, . . . .  G) where ('~,, r,)~= ~-. Ox¢(x, b~ . . . . .  b~) 
[ o(,~,) where f~'(b .... ~" .... . , , ,~)< [,l,(x)] c' ' ' ' '° and 
T, is consistent since if f~(bt . . . . .  b~)C [G(x)] ~''%'~ for 0 ~< i ~ m 
ti~en f~ (b, . . . . .  b~)~ ("1o ...... [G(x)] el' ' ' ' ' .  Hence N ........ [,p.(x)],%.'~g 
[•(x, b. . . . . .  b~ )] ev~~a°, This is because a finite intersection of open sets is open and 
f¢(b . . . . . .  b~) is a non-interior point of fro(x, b, . . . . .  b.~)] ~%"'. 
Take (~,,, r.,) to be a model of T~, of cardinality ~ where G is the set of definable 
open sets. The purpose of ('~.~, r~,) is to enable us to take infinite intersections of 
open sets and to make them open. 
If ~ is a limit ordinal then we take (~1 r,,) to be the union of the elementary 
chain (~,  rt¢), ~ < m 
tet  (',~,r) be the union of the elementary chain (~,,,r~), a< ~¢. Again by 
Theorem 1.4 (~k, r,, ) < (~, r) for a¢ < ~:. 
Defi:ae r* to be the topology generated by {(7(~.m[ b ~:_ B, ,8 < K} where Gb.o, = 
I'~e.~:~.~ tO" and g(b,/3) is {G G B I b E G and ~ is a definable clopen set of r with 
parameters from (~,  to)}. 
We cla~m that (~, r )~  ('~, r*). This is most easily shown by induction on tl:e 
complexity of the formulas with parameters in B. Tile ditiicult case is the Q clause. 
Since r G r* we have that if (L*; r)D Qxx(x)  then (~, r*)D Qxx(x).  Sappose that 
('23, r).~:~Qxx(x). Then if [x(x)]C"'~=[x(x)]~"'~=U,~r~,.o,;, we have 
f~(b~ . . . .  , b~)~ £Y~,,~ for some ] ~ T. However, 6~,.~o= ('l:.~a[G.(x)] c~''. Thus 
for 0 < ~¢, 0 a sufficiently large limit ordinal, we have from the definition of 
~G, ¢~ < ~, that (~o, ro)~ ~ X(c~)^ A,~o G(c~). Hence (~, r*)b= ~ Qxx(x).  
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(23, r*) is 0-dimensional and regu~m since (21 r*) has a ctope~,: basis of cardinaii{y 
K which is closed under intersectioas of cardinatfiy tess thaa ~. This is because ,¢ is 
regular and the definition of the T~,'s and r*. We show t}mt (~. r*) is normal ;~y 
using a generalizaticn of Theorem 18.I4, ([2], p. I21), as lot!6 eta: 
Theorem 3.1.7. Let (X, r) be ~ regular topologica[ space o[ cardinaliti~, ~, ~ mgm::,r. 
Then if r has a basis of cardinatity K which is chased under it~ters.,ctions ofcardinality 
less than K then it is normal b~ fact it is pamcompact. ([2], p. 338), 
This theorem has the following interesting corollary. 
Corollary 3.1.8. Let T be a countable L(Q) theory. Then T is consis~em in L(Q) with 
Wx Qy(x~ y) if and only if T has a second countable O-dime-~ionat metrizab!e 
topological model. 
Proof, Easy by the fac~ that a second countable, regular, aua frdche~ space is 
metrizable, 
3.2 
In this section we shail prove that tae quantifier Q°,, which has the hlterpretatioa 
~'there xists uncoantably many" is compatible with the topological quantifier Q. 
L(Q~,,) has been extensively studied in [6]. We slzall only present here the basic 
completeness theorem without proof. The axioms for L(Q,~,,) are: 
(B0) the axiom schemes for L(Q) (excluding (A!)-(A4)), 
(:31) Vx (u, ~ 4 , )~ (Oo,,x~ -~O~,,x~O, 
(B2) Q.~,x(x = y v x = z), 
(B3) Q~,y 3x~(x,  y)---~ 3x Qo,,y¢(x, y) v Q,,,x 3);~o(x, y). 
Throughout his section we will assume that L is countable. 
L(Q~,,, Q) is defined in the na-:ural way as the composition of L(Q,,,,) and L(Q) (i.e. 
L(Qo,,, O) has (A0)-(A4) and (B0)-(B3) as its axioms). 
Definition 3,2oi. Let (?L q,~.,, q) be a ~,,eak model for L(Q,,.,, Q). ~rben (?[, q°,,, q) is 
called standard if q,,,, is ~be set of uv.countable st~bsets of A. 
With tbJs definition we are r~ow i~ a position to state a weak completeness 
~heorem for L(Q~,, Q) ,,+.ose proof is essem;atty the same as the proof for L(Qo~) 
found in Keisler [6~. 
Theorem 3.2.2 (Keisler). Let T be a~ L(Q~,, O) theory. ~,en 7' is consistent with 
(B0)-(B3) if and only if T has a smmIard (~o~ necessarily ~og~ologica~.) model 
Now we are able to state and preve the main theorem of this section, 
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Theorem 3.2.3. Let T be an L(Q,~,. Q) theory. T is consistent i~ L(Q.,. Q) if and 
only if T has a standard t~\pologica~ odeL 
Pt'oof. (if direction). This fo~tows ince the axioms o~ L,(Q,~.,, Q) are true in every 
standard topological model, 
(only if direction). Assume that T is consistent in L(Q,~.,,Q), Define L '=  
L U {f* I ~ ~ L(Q,,,. O)} a~M T' = T U {g#' I 0, e ~ I..(Q,,,. Q)}. Recall that f~ and qJ'° 
were defined in Section 2 in *he proof of the basic comp!eteness theorem for L(Q). 
We wi!l now show that T' is consistent eith the axiom schemas (B0)-(B3). Since 
T is L(Q.~,, Q) consistent, using the completeness theorem for L(Q,~,, Q)we obtain a 
standard, not necessarily topological, model, (?L q,~,,, q), where q is the set of 
definable open sets (with parameters). Define f ' ,  0-<- ~ <~ m as in Section 2 and also 
take 4~" 0 ~ i ~ ~ as i~ Section 2, Then one obtains (9t. q,.,,, q, f*,, . . . .  f*°°) b = T U 
{dsF} .......... Using the compactness ~heorem for L'(O,,,,.Q) we see *hat T'  is 
consistent with (BO}-(B3). 
AFplying ~he co~e:,p!ete~ess theorem for L'(Q,., Q) we have a standard model  
~..,, q,,;~, q), of T' where q is the set of definable open sets of L'(Q~,,,, Q) which again is 
not necessarily topological 
Le~ q* be tt~.e topology generated by ~hc I.(O,,,,, Q) dcfinaMc open sets. As in the 
basic completeness theorem using the f'~'s and O"'s we obtain: 
(?I, q,.,,, q) ~ (~[, q~,, q*). 
L~C%., L" O~ 
So we ha~e produced a s~andard topoiogica1 model. 
Definition 3.2.4. Let L(Q.,.) be the logic with the l~ew quantifier symbol Q,oo whose 
inlerpreta,~ion is "there exists at least w~ many", L(Q~o. O) is defined analogously. 
Atso a standard t.~(Q.,,, Q) model is d~'fined analogously to a standard topological 
mode|. 
Thus we have the following result 
Corollary 3.2.5. (i) Assume ,o,~ is *egular. If a wntence 0 is valid under the 
I_.(Q.,. Q) interpretation #~en it is valid under the L4,Q.,.,Q) interpretation. 
(ii) Assume the GCH. Then 0 has an L(Q,.,. Q) model if and only if it has a 
L(Q.,~. Q) model 
ProoL {0}U{~9 ~i0, ~ EL(Q~..Q)} is L(Q,,,o) consistent This follows from the 
analogous problem for L(Q,~,~,) found in [6] whicL uses the ~wo cardinal results of 
Chang and Vought. 
One might ask the question whether or ~:ot L(Q,,,,,Q) is more powerful with 
respect to topology than say L(Q). The foitowing results are one step in that 
direction. First. however, we need to review several topological definitions. 
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Definition 3.2.6. A topological space (X, r)  is called second coumab&, it there is a 
countable set, & of open sets which generate r. 
Definition 3.2.7. A topological space (X\ r) is called firs~ countable if for each point 
x, there is a countable set & of open sets each of whose members contains x such 
that for every ope~: set 0" containing x, C also co~tai~s a member of &. 
Definition 3,2.8. A topological space (7(,r) is called separable if it con{ains a 
countable set S of points whose closure is X, (i.e. g = X). 
Since we have a means of distinguishing countable from uncoantable it seems 
natural to ask whether there is a completeness theorem for separable, first 
countable, or second countable topological models in L(Q,,,,, Q). The answer is yes. 
However, we have not been able to give an explicit axiomatization bw, one which 
requires the introcmction ,of a new predicate symbol. This gives us a method for 
deciding whether or not a sentence is consistent with the theory but not a simple: 
natural set of axioms. 
Theorem 3.2.9. Let T be at~ L(Q,o,, Q) the~;ry. 
(a) Let U(x, y) be a new bin,u3' predicate symbol and L' = L U { U(x, y)}. 
T has a standard second cc, untabie topological model if and only if T is consiszent in 
L'(Q~,, Q) with : 
Vy OxU(x, y) A ~ O,,,.y 3x U(x, y). (I) 
That is U(x, y) defines a coumable cotlec¢ion of ope~,t sets. 
Vz  Vz ,  . . . . .  z . (Qx~(x ,  z . . . . . .  z,,)  ^  ~(z ,  z, . . . . .  z . )  
---* 3y  Vx ((U(x, y )~ ?(x, z . . . . . .  zo)) ^  U(z. v))). (Z) 
This is equivalent to scsying that the colgection of opet~ sets defined by U j:orms a basis 
for the topology generated by the definable open sets. 
(b) Let U(x, y, z) be a new ternary predicate symbol and L,' = L U { U(x, },, z)}. 
T has a s,:ondard first countable topological model if" aT~d o~:iy ~ T is consistent ir~ 
L'(Oo. O} wia'~ : 
Vy V,~  OxU(x, y, z)  ^  Vz ~ Q,,,y 3x U(x, y, z) (3) 
U(x, ~, z) forms a cou±~gable collection of open sets around each point, 
Vz Vz . . . . .  :~,(Ox~(xo z ,  . . . . . .  zo) ~, ? (z ,  z . . . . . .  z,,) 
3 y Vx (( 3(x, y, z )~ ~ (x, z, . . . .  , z,, ~) ,\ U(z, y. z))). (4) 
U(x, y, z ) defines a local basis around each poi~rt for gh~, topology generated by the 
definable open ,eels. 
(c) Let U(x) be a ,,ew unao' r,'edicate symbol and L '= L t2 {U(x)} 
T has a smt,&.u,d sepa:'able topoiogiceff modal if a~id o,~ly ~: T is co.~,sisrem ~, 
L'(Q,,,~, Q) with : 
--- O,,, x ~.)(x). (5) 
~ / defi~ws a c¢>am:bge set of poi~zts. 
v :  . . . . . .  z,,(Qv~, (x, ::, . . . . .  e,,) .... ~qx (,;, (x, e . . . . . .  z . )  A t : (x) ) ) .  (6) 
"(7~a¢ is U dej~es a se~ of poi~'~s which <re dense i~ #~e ~opology generated by the 
dejir~able ope~ sees. 
Proof. These are ail easy c:msequenees of the L(Q,.,,, Q) completeness theorem and 
the ~opological defi~/itions. 
Now that we flare demonstrated that the theories of second countable, separable, 
and first countable topo~oe~cal models are axioma,qzable an obvious questio~, is 
whether or not their L(Q,,,,Q) axiomatizations di~:er. 
It is easy to see tha~ the axiomatization for first coantabte spaces is not the same 
as for separable or second countable since O,,,,x(x = v) A Vy Qx(x = y) is t~'ue in an 
uncountable discrme topological model. However it has no separable or secmld 
cotmtable ~opologicat n~odeL 
Since e~ cry second coun~eb*e ~opoiogical model is separable all we need to s~ow 
is that there is a sentence ~ which has a separable topqlogical model but no second 
countable model. 
Let L be { =,  < }, Now we witl construct ,:. Let g be: 
(< is a linear order without end points) :, 
A O,,,,x(x = x)  ,~ Vy Vx Oz(x ~ z < ,.,) 
i.e. < is a linear ordering on an uncountable space and the "half open" i,~tervals 
are open. The real line wi~h the ll~.!f open interval topology is uncountable and 
separable. 
We will show that it does not have an uncountable second countable topological 
model. Suppose (el, q,,,,, q)  is a standard topological model of ~0. Then suppose q has 
a countable basis, {C},~ .... 
Let Inf(G) be the lea~t z in G if it exists. Take t ff {Inf(G) I Inf(G) exists}. This is 
possible since A is uncountable. 
We claim that [t ,z) does not contain any G which contains ~. If it did then 
Inf((~) = t which is a contradiction. Thus (?L qo,,. q) is not second countable. 
3.3 
Using the weak completeness theorem for L,,,,,,(Q) in Section 1 we can give a 
comp!eteness theorem for L,,~,,~(Q)which is the i,~finitary logic formed by combining 
L ....... with the quantifier symbol Q, L,,,,~, is the infinitary logic formed by allowing 
countably inti~ite con, junctions but only finite quantiaers. 
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In L,~,,~(Q) the notion of (g[,q){ = ~[~, . . . . .  a.J is defi,~ed in the obvious way. 
The axioms for L~,,.,(Q) are very straightforward and are an adaptatic, n to 
L~,~(Q) of those found in [6], 
(I) A;:oms of L(Q), 
(H)  A . . . . .  (,~ ~,  ¢;, ) - . - .  (so --~ ,\ ........ ~<). 
(III) (a  ........ g;)--" ,'k,., m c ~,, 
( tV )  A ...... Ox,l,°~x)~.Ox V,,,~,.,a,,( .~), 
The rules of inference are modus ponens, gen,.'.ralization and the folk~wing 
infinite rule: 
From Uo, @~, ~#_- . . . . .  infer A.<~,~.. 
We lht:s are able to prove the following. 
Theorem 3,3.1. A sen~eme ~ of L .... (0 )  is consistent in [ ......... (0 )  if and only if ~ has 
a topological mode l  
Proof. (if direction). Easy since all the axioms of I ........ (O) are trnc ia every 
topological moc,:l. 
(only if direction). Assume p is consistent in I .......... (O). Since ¢ is a semence ach 
subformuta of ¢. has only fin,rely many free variables and moreover q, has oniy 
co;:ntable many subformulas. 
For each subformula @(x, . . . . .  x.) of ¢ introduce a t~ew predicate symbol R,:, 
with :,-places formi"g an expanded language L'. Let F be the set of semences of 
L',,.,(Q) consisting of q; plus the sentences (e  . ,  
(Vx . . . . . .  x,,)(,.b(x . . . . . .  x. )  <-> R.,,(x . . . . .  x . ) )  
for each subformula ¢ (x~ . . . . .  x.) of ¢. 
It is not hard to show thai F is cop, sistent in L,',,,.,(Q) for aily deduction of a 
contradiction frm.. F can be made into a contradict ion from so in L,,,,,,,(Q) by 
eliminating the symbols R,,, in favor of ~*¢. 
For each t,tJ (x,y, . . . .  y . )~  L'(Q) tot ,J~ be the sentence 
Vy, . . . . .  y,, ~x (~ Qag*(x. y, . . . . .  y.) ----~ ?', ,M'(x. y . . . . . .  y.)) 
v.,berc t','~(x. )'~ . . . . .  y,.) is: 
Vz  . . . . . .  z,,~ ~Ox'so(x ,  z . . . . . .  z, ,)  ^ Vv  (so(x ,  z ,  . . . . .  z,,... } 
4,(~:, y, . . . . .  y,, )) --,. (~(x ,  y, . . . .  , y,,) ,', - so (.,:, z,  . . . . .  z,... ))) .  
Now ~;/'(~c, y . . . . . .  y,) is jus~ the set of x which are in ~,b(x, y, . . . . .  -',,) but not in 
any open subset of O defined by ~ using parameters. Thus O '~ meav, s that for any 
parameters, if a is not open then i: i~ -,gt e~m! ,:o any union of open sets defitmbte 
in L'(Q). 
We ciaim that i" U{t~)*jq,~E L'(Q)} is L,;,~,,(Q) consistent. #e  will 
show that axiom (IV) ,.'or t ..... (Q) implies 4t'*'. First we have 
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Vy~ . . . . .  y,,(A~, ............ ,~<:~o}Ox~!;*'(x, y . . . . . .  y,,)) which by axior~ 0V) , i res 
Vy~ . . . . .  y,,Qx( V,~ ........... ~)sL.~o~g;~(x. y: . . . . .  y~)). This then yields q: q 
Using the weak completeness theorem for LL,,~,(Q) given in Sectiot~ I we obtain a 
we~,k model 
(~1, q) b F u {,t,* I ,~, c~ ~/(O~}. 
Let q* be the topology generated by ~e open set.~ L'(Q) definable in ('~[,q) with 
parameters in A. By an argument a~mlogous to that used to prove the basic 
completeness theorem for L(Q) we obtain 
(71, q) ~- (2i, q*). 
t..'(O) 
Carefully exmniuing the definition of L'(Q) we see that f" implies that q~ is 
equivale~t to a sentence of L'(Q). There,'ore. (~ l ,q* )~;  and thus we have a 
topological model of ~. 
4. Counterexamples and finn! comments 
We conciude th s paper by presenting coumerexamples to the L(Q) analogue~ of 
interpotatkm arid definab,ility. We also present some preliminary work into the 
theory of ukraproducts of topo!ogicat models. This work consists of a proof of a kog 
type theorem for ultraproducts of topological models. 
In 4.,5 we make some concluding remarks regarding our current research into the 
axiomatization of product topologies and continuous functions. As an application 
of these results we can obtain an a×iomatization f the L(Q) theory of topological 
oroH )~; 
4. t 
In this sections we will show that in contrast o the first order predicate calculus, 
L(Q) does not satisfy t!le intecpolation 7roblem. The formulation of the interpola- 
tion prob|em whici~ we will use is as follows: Let +, ~p be sentences of L(Q) such that 
t ~o g, --~ tF. Then there is a sentence 0 of L(Q) such that ~ ~ ~ 0 and ,~ 0 --~ q; and 
every relation, function or constant symbol of L(Q) which occurs in 8 occurs in both 
We will construct sentences .e and 0 of kmguages L~, L~ respe.:tively and 
topological models (?1, q~) and (71, q:) such that ~ ¢ ---, 0, (?t" [ [ ~ N L2, q,) ~-~ 
(?[[L~NLa, q:), (~}[,q~)~ ¢ and (?[,q:)~= ~ ~[*. This is clearly seen to doiate the 
interpolation problem since any interpoiant is in L~ C3 L.~(Q) and the above models 
are ,.~ementary equivalent in L~V~L_,(Q). Thus if (~t,q.,)t =~ 0 we obtc, in that 
(?t.q..)b ~ ~ 0 but then we also have (?I,q~)~-0, which is a contradiction. 
t,et L, = {B(x), C(x) ,  R(x)} and I..: = {B(x) .  C(x) ,  P(x)} then we iet e (K)  be 
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.... QxB(x)  ^  Vy (B (y )  +-~ C(y) v R(y ) )  ^  QxR(x)  
which ~ays that B is not open, R is open and I3 is the union of R and C. Take ~b(P) 
to be 
Vx ( C(x )--~ P(x ))---~ ~- Qx(  P(x ) ^ B (x)) 
which says that P contains C ;and P f) H is not open° 'Fhcn one easily sees that 
~(r)--~ 0(P )  since otherwise B would be equal to R unicm P. Since a union of 
open se~s is open, B would be open. 
I,e~ 
A = N i.e. set of nat~ral numbers,  
r:r '~ = {2~ In e- N}, 
c ':~ = {4 ~ ! n ~ N}. 
There are ma. ;  choi~ces for R *' arid F ~. For  example let R ~ and P~ be: 
R ~ = {t. t n ~ B '~ - C '~ or n = 8i;: for some k ~ N} 
P~={ntnUC * 'or  n~B '~and n=4k+l  for some kUN}.  
Now define (~[,q,) to be (A,B~,C~,R'~' ,P~,{N,O,R~}> and let (23, q , )= 
(A, B ~'~, :.'~', {N, f~, R ~}). Take ('~, q~) to be (A, B ~, C ~, R ~, P~, {N, ~, P~}} and ~et 
(~,  q2) '-= (A, B '~, C v', {N~ 0, e~'}). 
it is ea~.;ity seen that 
a~d 
Now ff we can show ;:hat (g3, q,) -=- (¢2,, %) tt'~en we are done. 
I:::~~rr~a 4.1. Let (~, q,) and (~, q~.) be as above then (~, q,) = (~,  q2). 
Proof° St~ppc~se that we can prove that: 
(,:,) (~5,q,),(~lq~)~Vy, ..... y. {(Axq~(x, y ...... y.)) 
*--~ (Vx ~v (x, y, . . . . .  y,,) v Vx -- q~(x, y , , . , , ,  y.))} 
where ~, (:,o y, . . . . .  y,,) is a formuh~ of ~,, Then by induction on the occurrences of Q 
we caf~ ca~;ily .'dJow ~,l'~tt for each q~(y . . . . . .  y.), a formula of L(Q), there is a 
q2(y, . . . . .  y.,) of L sach that 
(~:~. qO, (~.  q2)~ Vy, . . . . . .  y. (~(Y, . . . . .  y.)  
~, ,:~(y, . . . . .  y,,)) 
wl~ich ea:;ily implies that 
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(23, q,) ~ (~, q2). 
To prove (*) we need only to show that R ~ and p,a are ~ot definable with 
parameters over (~,q,) or (,93,q2) respectively. We will prove that R" is not 
definable with parameters over (~,~,,qj) and the proof for p,a over (2~,q~) is 
analogous. 
Suppose R ~' is defieed in (23, q~) by ~#(x, a, . . . . .  a,,). Then we notice that tbe;'e #; ~ 
bijective map, f, from A onto A which keeps a, . . . . .  a,,, B ~, C 'a fixed bm ~qove~+ 
some element of R "~ ~o one element outside of R ~'~. Thus R ~ is n~t defi~-)ab]¢ by a 
formula of L with parameters in t~3,q0. So we have proved the }emma and '.~us 
obtain the counterexample. 
4.2 
In this section we present a coumerexcmple to the definability problem for L(()). 
This counterexample uses the counterex staples con~;:ructed in 4.t and a modific> 
tion of a construction used by Makowsky and Shelah in [7]. Their method converts', 
a counterexample to interpolation into a counterexample to the definabiiity 
problem. 
We will use the fo!!owing form of the definability problem in our counterezam- 
pie. Let L be a language, and P and R be new predicate symbol,~;. If X(X) is a set of 
formulas with non-logical parameters from L such that 2~'(P) O 2(R)  ~- P ~-'* R. lhen 
there is a 0 E L(Q) so that Z(P)[- P <--) 0. That is if a predicate i~; implicitly definable 
then it is explicitly definable. 
Let ¢~(P) and ¢,(P) be the sentences constructed in the interpolation countere×- 
ample. Also let [ (x )  be a new function symbol. We then define X(P) to be 
{Vx (q/-'( ')(P) v ,I/-"~'(P)), Vgx (P(x )~-" ~'"-'<~)(P))} 
where ~pt-'(~)(p) is the relativization of ¢p(P) to f-*(x). Notice that by the 
construction of ~p (P) and ,p(P) we have -.- (~r-,(,~(p) ~, ,p~-~<*~(R)) for any P and R. 
This follows from the fact that the union of open sets is open. 
We claim that 2 (P )O ~(R)FP~--~R. Sappose not. Then there is a topo}ogica] 
raodel Q)I, P~", R'a; q) of X (P) O X (R) which also models -3x ( ~, l ' (x )  *, R (x)). 
Hence there is an a U (R '~- P~) such that 
(?l, P~, R", q)~ (q/-'""~(R) v d,t-""~(n)), 
(~pt-q")(P) v ,/fl-"~(P)), 
(R (a)--~ ,¢;-'('~(R)) 
and 
(~ P (a ) -~ -~ ,d-'~°:(P)). 
Thus (~p r-'(")(R) A ,p~-'(°~(P)) which is a contradiction by ~'~ earlier remark, We have 
consequently shown that ~(P)  implicitly defines P. 
Now we need to demonstrate that P is ~mt explicitly definable to obtain the 
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counterexamp!e. We wi+,l construct a model of X(P), using the models of ~o (P) and 
trY(P) co~structed in 4.1 where P is not explicitly definable in it. 
"fake 
INI = {(x, . . . . .  xn)lxl  E N or it is 1)} 
C ~ ={{x, . . . . .  X,,)IXn EC +`~ er it is 0} 
B "~" --{(x~ . . . . .  Xn)lXn ~B ~ or it is 0} 
P"  ={(x, . . . . .  Xn)[X~ UP  ++ for all i or it is 0} 
R ~ = {(x . . . . . .  x,> ! x, ~/+~' and x,_~ ft. P~ oi' it is 0} 
f "  = (<x, . . . . .  x°>) = (x . . . . . .  x._,> 
Finally ,A ~ = ,I.N+I, C ~', B ~, P~, RH, f J¢) and define q to be the topology generated 
by: 
{!oH!,O, pH D f - ' (x ) ,  R ~ ,r3. f-~(x) for each x ~ t J1}. 
Now (& q).~ X(P)  since f-~(x) is isomorphic to either (~[, q0 or (9_I, q2) which are 
the models constructed in ~he counterexample to the interpolation problem. Hence 
P"  is implicitly definable in (N,q). 
We claim that P"  i,; not explicitly definable with parameters in (.IV', q). The easiest 
method ~:o show t~is is to prove for each O(x, y . . . .  , y)~.  L(Q) we have 
(~r, q )~ v:¢, . . . . .  vy,, (OxO(x,  y, . . . . .  yn) 
, - ,  (Vx 0 (x, y, . . . . .  y . )  ~ Vx -~ 0 (x, y, . . . . .  yn))). 
This i:; to say that only the trivial open sets ~:re definabIe. As usual we wid prove this 
by i++ductkm on the number of occurrenc~.+s of the quantifim symbol Q. It is 
straightforward to +.:,how that i? we prove the claim for all 0 i.n L then it holds for all 
,l~ in L(Q) since it frovides arr ethod for reducing the number of occurrences of Q. 
5c~ppo:;e that another set in q is definable by a fo,'mula of L with parameters. 
Then P ' r l f~(x )  is definable by a formul!a of L with parameters. Take a 
permutation, g (3 I,.V I which leaves fixed C X, £.'++, a, . . . . .  an but moves px  n f--'(x). 
Since g is an a~tomorphism of X which moves; P*" D/-~(x), it is not definable by a 
formula of " wi!h parame!cr~;. By the remark above only the trivial open sets are 
defir~abL'. Cocsc.::?++ently, P"  is rm~ explicitly definable and we have constructed a 
c(~tmtercxarr+ple lo the definability problem. 
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I++ this section we wilt define the notion of an ultraproduc~ of topological models. 
The only difficu!ty is in the definition for the Q clause. 
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Definition 4.3.1. Let (gl.,q~), a ~. L be a collection of topological modeb; a~d :t~,~ 
an ultrafilter on L We define the u]traproduct of (?{.,q.), c~ .r:~ L h~ symbols 
H~, (~[~, q.), as follows: 
~ (~lo, qo ) = (n~ ~o, ~ qo ) 
where H~, ~I. is just the regulax ultraproduct ot first order ~ogic and EL-, q. ,: d~e 
topology generated by 
where 
[/-/,,0'~]0~ ={fe  IL~A~ t{fi [ f ( f i )e  ©)}e ag(}. 
This definition enables us to prove the fol!owieg interesting theorem. 
Theorem 4.3.2 (kog Theorem for Ultraproducts). Le~. (~L., q. ), a ~ L be a collec,- 
tion of topological models and °71 an ultr:,filter on L Then for a~y formuia ~p (f , . . . . .  j'~ )
of L(Q) with parameters in .U~A. we obtain: 
IrLu(C~t~.q.)D ~[f, . . . . .  f.] if and only q 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the complexity of ~,. As usual the only diffictdt 
case is the O clause. 
By the induction hypothesis we obtain 
I~0(,c, f, . . . . .  f,,)1"',~%'%' = [Ho,, [(q0(r.J,(fi) . . . . .  f.(~)))]%,.,,~0]. 
Assume {~ !(9~e,q~)~Qx~(x,f ,([3 ) . . . . .  f ,( /3)))~ °~1. We will .sho,v that 
IL~(g~,q~)~=Ox~,(x,f, . . . . .  f~). But {/3 l[~0(x,f,(.B) . . . . .  f,(/3))]~%%~Lq~}E ~. 
Thus by the definition of H~,% we obtain [~9(x,f . . . . . .  f,)]n.~ea~%~ FI~,q~ so 
lloe (g~, q~)l =- Oxq~(x, f, ...... f,). 
Now assume that {a l (~L ,q~, )~Qx~o(x , f , (~)  . . . . .  L(,~))} ~Z ~. Then we have 
that {o~ t0 2[", q,.)~= ~ Qx~(x, f , (a)  . . . . .  f. (oz))} ~ ~. Thu.~s we need ordy to show tha~ 
n~, (~L, q~)~ ~ Ox~o(x, f, . . . . .  f,,). 
We wilt do this by defining a c E II~, (93o, %) which wilt insure that fact. For some 
V(E ~ we have that {a I (gd,~,q~)~ -"  Qx~o(x,f ,(a) . . . . .  f~(a))} = V. Thu% for each 
a @ V we let c (a)  be an element of [~,p (x, f, (~) . . . . .  f, (a~))](%'%~ which is not in any 
open subse~ (i.e. c(oe) is not an interior poin 0. For a ff V let c(a)  be arbi*rary. 
Now if [9~ (x, f~ . . . . .  f.)]n~"c'~"n~ ~2 H~ q~ we obtain that [¢/~ix, f~,. . . .  f..)]"~"%," <, ':~- 
U,~_r[fL~ff~.,]. Also c E [~o(x, f, . . . . .  ].~]u,~%.%,. E .~ for e~ch t ~ T, c ~ [[L~(?..,], 
since if it were, we would have {a ] c(a)  ~ ff,~.,} ~ afZ, which ~rnplies that there is an 
a G V, such that c(a)  is an interior point. This give.s a contradiction. So. 
FL, (g, q . )  ~ ~ Qxp(x , f ,  . . . . .  f.). 
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4.4 
In this section the author wishes to make several remarks concerning the 
axiomat zation of product opologies and continuous functions. Let L(Q~"~,,,) be *he 
language formed by adding the new quantifier symbols Q" for each n ~ w. Tl~e 
intended interpretation of Q"x~ . . . . .  x,~o(x~ . . . . .  x,) is that the set defined by 
q:(x~ . . . . .  x,,) is "open in the nth" topological product". Call a model 0)~, q:, qz . . . .  ) 
complete if qk is the k th topological product of q~ on A. 
We then obtain the following theorems whose proofs will appear in Sgro [11]. 
Theorem 4.4.1. Let T be an L(O:~) theory where f~, a E I, is an (cx~, c~2)-ary 
function symbol. Then there is an ,~ ;om schema (AA ) such that there is a complete 
topological model of T where each f is continuous if and only if T is consis,',eat with 
(AA) .  
As a coro]lar~ we h~ve obtained: 
Corollary 4.4,2..Let T be an L(G) ~heory. 7~hen there is a topological model (~d, q) 
which is a topological group if and only if T is consistent wi~h the basic L(Q) axioms, 
group axioms, and 
where 
Qx~, (x)--., Ox,(t), 
g E ~ v ,,( ) " y ~,(z~ , . . "  
cr :k+l - -~k+i  and e :k+l - -~{ l , -1} .  
Theorem 4.4.3. Le; T be an I_,(Q.%~) theory which is consistent with (AA  ) and 
Q2xy (x~ y), (i.e. The Hausdortt Separation Axiom), then T has a complete 
topological model which is also O-dimensional and nounal (paracompact ). 
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